WALKER HOME
CONSTRUCTION
“Cultivating Warriors Within Our Community”

WALKER HOME CONSTRUCTION
Vision Statement
Walker Home Construction’s vision is to create affordable homes that can adjust to
the homeowner’s lifestyles and priorities. We work hard for you because we know how
hard you work for your home!

Mission Statement
Over the years we have worked hard to develop strong relationships with our clients,
employees, suppliers, and organizations in communities across the Yukon. It is these
strong relationships that have helped contribute to our growth and success. Through these
relationships we have heard a common need - Consistency and Quality. We offer yearround employment for our core staff in an industry that is largely seasonal, and this has
created a workforce that is strongly connected to the company and the work that we do.
Another core value we have is Connection. The projects we take on are more than just
a source of income - they are ways we connect with Yukon communities and help to
bring positive change into their lives. Our Elders have taught us that when you go to
someone’s camp you always leave it better than when you showed up. These are the
lessons that guide us through every project we work on, and every relationship we have.

WALKER HOME CONSTRUCTION
The Team
Les Walker, the Owner and Founder of Walker Home Construction is a member of
Champagne Aishihik First Nations. In addition to his work, Les is a passionate volunteer
and believes in cultivating reciprocity in our communities

Sarah Fraser, our Operations Manager has worked for Walker Home
Construction since 2020. She is enthusiastic about bringing efficient and
effective solutions to every project!

Telek Rogan has been with Walker Home Construction since 2021 as the Office Manager.
She brings a decade of administrative experience, and a passion for special projects to the
table.

Dave Germain is our Site Foreman, and has been with Walker Home Construction for over
6 years. His great attitude and top-notch work ethic is one of the reasons why Walker
Home Construction can do what it does

WALKER HOME
Client Guarantee

When Walker Home Construction gets hired by a client, we prioritize communication before
we even start the build to address the client’s needs and concerns, make any necessary
changes to the plan, while staying within the client’s budget.
During the building process, we maintain our lines of communication to ensure that if there
are any changes that need to be made, they are addressed immediately and resolved as
successfully as possible. When Walker Home Construction is building spec homes to sell on
the open market, we design homes with rental suites attached that provide the owner with a
source of income without sacrificing their living space or comfort.
We always focus on providing a superior product, and due to the extreme rise in housing
costs, we have seen a high demand for our economic housing designs. When we design and
build custom homes, we focus on our client’s lifestyles and priorities to give them a home that
evolves with their needs as they go through life, understanding that a home is a long-term
investment.

CONSTRUCTION

WALKER HOME CONSTRUCTION
Prefab Shop
In 2019, Dena Naye
Ventures granted Walker
Home Construction a
business loan that gave
us the capacity to expand
into a prefab business
allowing us to work in
remote communities and
speed up the building
process. This in turn
allows us to get families
into homes at a much
faster pace.
Typically in the Yukon,
construction companies
have seasonal operations,
and layoff the majority of
their employees over the
colder winter months. The
prefab shop enables our
employees to build in a
controlled environment
over the winter months.

Having the efficiency of the prefab shop gives us a competitive advantage over other builders, as
we have increased our speed without sacrificing our quality. We have also built a reputation as topquality builders in the Yukon allowing us to secure projects one to two years in advance. Additionally,
Walker Home Construction offers full rounded services that include consultation, design, drafting,
building, and construction management. We not only focus on big projects such as multi-residential
housing, we also design/build custom homes and spec homes to sell on the open market. As we
look to the future, we are presently meeting with First Nation development corporations to develop
investment opportunities and partnerships through multi-residential construction projects. We also
have an application with CAFN to relocate our prefab shop to First Nation settlement land which will
be beneficial to both parties.

WALKER HOME CONSTRUCTION
When Les started the company, the intent was to create a workspace that honored the
employees and met them where they were at while building their capacity as skilled
tradesmen and leaders. As a single father, Les struggled in the construction industry,
especially when prioritizing his children’s needs. His vision was to create a company that
would give employees the ability to acknowledge what was going on in their home lives, and
not feel like they were sacrificing their careers to do so. In turn, this approach has created
a reciprocity with our employees that has instilled in them a commitment to workmanship
quality and integrity for the projects that Walker Home Construction takes on.
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